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Content Guidance

Time period and frequency
For circular motion, the time period T is the time for one complete rotation or
revolution. It is measured in seconds.
The frequency f is the number of revolutions per second. The SI unit of frequency is
the hertz (Hz). It is, however, common to see the frequency quoted in rpm, revolutions
per minute, for example on the rev counter in a car, or the spin frequency of a washing
machine.
As for wave motion:
f = 1 and T = 1
T
f

Angular velocity
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The angular velocity ω is the angle, in radians, swept out by the radius in one second.
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The unit of angular velocity is the radian per second (rad s−1).
angular velocity ω = θ
t
We can calculate the angular velocity if we know the time period T or the frequency
of rotation f. One revolution is 2π radians and takes T seconds. So:
ω = θ = 2π = 2πf
t
T
Consider an object travelling with a constant speed v in a circle of radius r. In a time t
the object moves along an arc of length s and sweeps out an angle θ (see Figure 19).
Angle θ = s , therefore ω = s .
rt
r
Linear speed v = s , therefore:
t
ω = v and v = rω
r

Worked example

a What is the angular velocity of the Earth due to its rotation about its axis?
b Calculate the speed of a point on the equator. (Radius of the Earth = 6.4 × 106 m)

Answer

v

r

θ

v

s

Figure 19

Exam tip
Angular velocity is a
vector The directional
sense of the vector
is clockwise or
anticlockwise

a T = 24 × 60 × 60 = 86 400 s
ω = 2π = 2 × 3.14 = 7.27 × 10−5 rad s−1
86 400
T
b r = 6.4 × 106 m
v = rω = (6.4 × 106) × (7.27 × 10 –5) = 465 m s−1

Centripetal acceleration and force
You need only consider uniform circular motion, i.e. circular motion with a constant
speed. Even though the linear speed is constant, the linear velocity is not, because an
object moving in a circle is constantly changing the direction of its motion.
Acceleration is defined as the rate of change of velocity — this could be a change in
the value or the direction of the velocity, or both. So an object, mass m, moving in
24
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Uniform circular motion
a circle is constantly accelerating, which in accordance with Newton’s second law
means that it must be experiencing a resultant force (F = ma). The resultant force can
be thought of as continually ‘pulling’ the object into a circular path (Figure 20).
v

Exam tip
If the force stops, the
object will fly off at a
tangent (‘sling action’),
in agreement with
Newton’s first law

v

Exam tip
v

v

Figure 20

It can be shown that:
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For the case of uniform circular motion there must be no component of the force in
the direction of the motion, as this would result in a change in the value of the speed.
Therefore the force causing the direction change must act at right angles to the direction
of motion, i.e. along the radius. This is called the centripetal force and the acceleration
it produces is called the centripetal acceleration (centripetal meaning ‘centre seeking’).
2

centripetal acceleration a = rω2 = v
r
2
centripetal force F = mrω2 = mv
r
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Motion in a vertical circle

When an object moves in a vertical circle, with a constant speed,
the gravitational force, i.e. the weight of the object, has to be
factored in. The external force that needs to be applied to maintain
circular motion will therefore vary with position (Figure 21).

At the top of the circle the weight W acts in the direction of the
required centripetal force, Fc, thereby providing part (or possibly
all) of the centripetal force required. Depending on the speed of
the circular motion, an additional force may need to be provided to
maintain the motion:

W
W

Exam tip
W

W

Figure 21

additional force + W = Fc

additional force = Fc − W

At the bottom of the circle the weight W acts in the opposite direction to the required
centripetal force, Fc. Consequently an additional force is required to support the
weight and to provide the centripetal force:
additional force = Fc + W
At the sides of the circle the weight acting vertically downward has no component
towards the centre of the circle. Consequently an additional force is required to
provide the centripetal force:
additional force = Fc
In all the above cases Fc = mv2/r.

No object can move in
a circular path without
being caused to do
so by some outside
force Circular motion
does not produce the
centripetal force;
rather, this is the
force that is needed
to produce circular
motion The source
of the force varies,
for example it may
be gravitational, as in
the case of the Moon
orbiting the Earth

Circular motion is
unusual in that the
force and therefore the
acceleration are not
in the direction of the
motion Consequently
there is no work done
by the force and no
energy transfer takes
place

Knowledge check 7
A body is travelling
round a circle of radius
20 cm with an angular
velocity of 40 rad s−1
Find the acceleration
of the body towards the
centre of the circle
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Self-assessment test 2
(iv) Not all the ΔEp has been stored in the wire as strain energy. By the
principle of conservation of energy that ‘lost’ energy must rather have
changed form ✓, possibly as heat on ‘bond stretching’. ✓
(d) 10.0 kg on the lower wire causes an extension x.
But there is now 20 kg hanging from the upper wire, so that wire has an
extension 2x. ✓
So total extension X = 3x ✓

Question 2
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(a) (i) The following is an incomplete statement about an ideal gas:
‘The volume of a gas is directly proportional to its temperature.’
Write down three important omissions from the statement that should
be inserted to make it correct.
(ii) With the aid of a diagram, describe an experiment to investigate the way
in which the volume of a sample of dry air depends on temperature.
(QWC 2 marks)

(iii) Sketch a graph, with clearly labelled axes, showing the form of the
results you would expect to obtain.

(3 marks)
(6 marks)

(1 mark)
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(b) One form of the ideal gas equation is:
pV = nRT

(i) In this equation, what does n represent?
A metal cylinder with fixed internal volume 420 cm3 contains a fixed
mass of an ideal gas. The pressure exerted by the gas is 600 kPa when
the temperature is 27°C.
(ii) Calculate the number of gas atoms in the cylinder.
(iii) Calculate the average kinetic energy of an atom of the gas.
(iv) Calculate the total kinetic energy of the gas in the cylinder.
The temperature of the gas in the cylinder is now increased by 100 K.
(v) Calculate the new pressure of the gas.

(1 mark)

(4 marks)
(1 mark)
(1 mark)
(3 marks)

Answer

(a) (i) The volume of a fixed mass ✓of gas at constant pressure ✓is directly
proportional to its absolute ✓temperature.
(ii) Diagram: capillary tube with sulfuric acid thread and trapped air ✓,
water bath and heat source ✓, ruler and thermometer (and stirrer) ✓
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Questions & Answers
Ruler
100

Capillary
tube

80

90

Thermometer

70

Stirrer

60

Thread of
sulfuric
acid

30

40

50

Water bath

0

10

20

Trapped air
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HEAT

Procedure: heat water, measure length l of air column at various
temperatures θ. ✓
Detail: stir and take measurements when temperature steady. ✓
Uniform capillary, so l proportional to V. ✓
(QWC) ✓✓
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e Don’t waste time on an elaborate diagram. You need a basic, clearly drawn
diagram, not too small, and fully labelled.
(iii)

V or l

V or l

or

0

e

θ/°C

0

T/K ✓

Either graph is acceptable.

(b) (i) n is number of moles. ✓
(ii) pV = nRT

V = 4.2 × 10 −4 m3 ✓

T = 273 + 27 = 300 K ✓

pV (6.00 × 105) × (4.20 × 10 −4)
=
= 0.101 moles ✓
RT
8.31 × 300
N = n × NA = 0.101 × (6.02 × 1023) = 6.09 × 1022 ✓

n=

(or use pV = NkT, in which case a mark is awarded for recall of the equation)
(iii) average Ek = 3/2kT = 1.5 × (1.38 × 10 −23) × 300 = 6.21 × 10 −21 J ✓
(iv) total Ek = (6.09 × 1022) × (6.21 × 10 −21) = 378 J ✓
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